FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Access Networks Unveils Unity 8G+ Residential Network Solution
Improved wireless performance and throughput speeds along with more wireless access points/PoE
port availability deliver increased versatility for residential integrators
Encino, CA, June 30, 2016 – Access Networks (accessca.com), the premier provider of enterprise-grade
network solutions for residential integration, has introduced the Unity 8G+, a complete premium
network package sold only through professional integrators. The Unity 8G+ features advanced
performance and security enhancements including an ASA firewall, a 12-port core switch, a 48-port layer
2 switch and upgraded 802.11ac access points. All Access Networks solutions are tailored for each
specific home in order to ensure easy deployment and flawless performance. The Unity 8G+ is available
now with an MSRP of $23,335.
The Access Networks Unity 8G+ is a highly sophisticated, fast and secure home networking solution
featuring the latest in enterprise-grade networking hardware, custom-designed and programmed to
meet the individual needs of each project. This powerful network has been engineered for medium to
large scale projects, anticipating heavy video streaming activity and other latency-sensitive applications.
With pre-configured VLANS, Gigabit routing, and QoS traffic prioritization, the Unity 8G+ will seamlessly
support even the most complex automated residence. Based on a 12-port layer 3 core providing more
available PoE ports, the advanced security and threat protection of an ASA firewall and blazingly fast ISP
throughput (multi-protocol testing of 300Mbps and Speedtest.net testing of over 500 Mbps), the Unity
8G+ gives integrators the robust residential networking platform they require to meet the demands of
discerning clients. With enhanced security features, the Unity 8G+ provides peace of mind both now and
in the future. The Unity 8G+ delivers superb wireless performance utilizing Ruckus 3x3:3 802.11ac access
points and a single touch-point wireless controller along with the scalability to address an ever-evolving
wireless environment. Triple-stream 802.11ac access points offer 1000+ dynamic beam patterns for
instant bandwidth delivery and premium wireless coverage. Patented antenna technology steers the
wireless signals to high-quality paths maximizing wireless throughput.
“Everything in this new Unity package arrives pre-configured and ready for deployment,” explained
Access Networks Founder & CEO Hagai Feiner. “Integrators rely on Access Networks for complete, finetuned and highly efficient solutions like the Unity 8G+. Our design, programming and technical support
services give integrators the networking resources they must have in order to deliver the fast and secure
connected environment that their clients demand,” Feiner added.
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Access Networks is the leading provider of pre-programmed, enterprise-grade networking solutions for the CE Space. Since
2003, Access Networks’ certified team of IT and AV professionals has designed and maintained networking solutions that are
customized to handle the complex needs of the automated residence. Utilizing the best enterprise-grade hardware, Access
Networks works directly with custom integrators around the globe to provide their clients with a best-in-class solution, and first
class service and support. Learn more at accessca.com
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